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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Chvatal-Erdos theorem [2] states that a 2-cormected graph is 
hamiltonian if its connectivity is at least as large as its independence num- 
ber. The purpose of this paper is to obtain a directed version of this result. 
All digraphs considered are finite and without loops or multiple arcs. Given 
a digraph D we shall denote the number of vertices of D by IDI, and the 
connectivity of D by k(D). We define the independence number a,(D) to be 
the size of the largest subset S of V(D) such that no two vertices of S are 
contained in a common 2-cycle of D. Thus if G(D) is the undirected graph 
obtained by replacing each 2-cycle of D by an undirected edge and deleting 
all other arcs of D then a,(D) =a(G(D)). On the other hand, if G is an 
undirected graph and D(G) is the digraph obtained by replacing each edge 
of G by a 2-cycle then a,(D(G)) = a(G). Hence a2 may be considered as a 
directed analogue of the undirected independence number LX. 
Thomassen [6] and Chakroun [l] have constructed non-hamiltonian 
k-connected digraphs D with a,(D) = k for ke (2, 3). Thus the 
Chvatal-Erdiis theorem does not generalise completely to digraphs. 
Together with Ordaz [S], we conjectured that for any integer a > 1, there 
exists a (least) integerf,(a) such that everyf,(a)-connected digraph D with 
a,(D) < a is hamiltonian. In [S] we observed that fi( 1) = 1 and f2(2) = 3. 
Recently Chakroun [l] showed that f2(3) = 4. We now verify the general 
conjecture by proving 
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THEOREM 1. Let D be a digraph with CQ(D) <a. Zj 
k(D) 3 2”(a + 2)! 
then D is hamiltonian. 
The basic idea behind the proof of Theorem 1 is to first cover V(D) with 
vertex disjoint highly connected symmetric subgraphs, then construct a 
hamiltonian cycle by visiting each subgraph in succession. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 2. Let G be an undirected graph with a(G) 6 a. Then there exists 
a subset S of V(G) such that V(G) - S can be covered with vertex disjoint 
subgraphs H,, H2,..., H, satisfying: 
(i) t<a, 
(ii) i f$H,)<a, 
i=l 
(iii) IS\ <2’(a+l)!/(a-t+2)!, 
(iv) Hi is either a clique or else k( Hi) > 2(t + /SI ) a(H,) for all i, 
I<idt. 
Proof: We will describe an algorithm which at the tth step will 
construct a subset S, of V(G), and a covering C, of V(G) - S, with vertex 
disjoint subgraphs Hi, Hi ,..., Hi satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of 
the lemma. The algorithm terminates when condition (iv) is also satisfied. 
We first put S, = @ and C, = {G}. Clearly conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) 
are satisfied by S, and C1. Now suppose we have constructed S, and 
C, = {H:, Hi,..., H;} satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) for some j, 1 <j 6 a, but 
not satisfying (iv). Ifj= a then (ii) implies that cc(H;) = 1 for all i, 1 ,< i < a, 
and hence each HP is a clique. This contradicts the assumption that (iv) 
does not hold for C, and hence j < a. 
To construct S,, 1 and Cj+ i = (Hjl’ I, H’,+ I,..., I!$: i) choose H<E C, such 
that H; is not a clique and k( H{) G 2(j + 1 S,i ) a( H;). Choose a vertex cutset 
R of H{ with IRI = k(Hj) and partition the components of H{ - R into two 
disjoint subgraphs FI and F2. Then 
a(Hj) 2 a(F,) + c[(Fz). (1) 
Now put S,, r = Sju R and Cj+ 1 =(C,-(H~})u(F,,F~}. Using(l) and 
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the fact that Cj satisfies (ii) we deduce that C,,, also satisfies (ii). 
Moreover, 
6 Iq + 2(j + IS,1 ) ~(ffj) 
d I& +qj+ Isjl)(a-j+ 1) 
since C, satisfies (ii) and hence a($) < a -j + 1. Now if j = 1 then since 
IS,1 =0 we have 
I&I d2a< 
22(a + l)! 
a! ’ 
Thus S, satisfies (iii). On the other hand, ifj> 2, then 
&+,I <ISjl(2a-2j+3)+2j(a-j+ 1) 
6 (yy$, (2a - 2j + 3) + 2’(a -j + 1) 
2’+‘(a+ l)! 2’(a + l)! 




for 2 <j < a. Thus S,, I satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). 
The lemma now follows since the algorithm will construct the required 
sets S, and C, in at most “a” steps. 
COROLLARY 2. Let D be a directed graph with q(D) <a. Then there 
exists a subset S of V(D) such that V(D) - S can be covered with vertex 
disjoint symmetric subgraphs HI, H2 ,..., H, satisfying: 
(i) t6a, 
(ii) i cxZ(Hj) <a, 
i= 1 
(iii) /S/ d 
2ya + l)! 
(a-t+2)!’ 
(iv) Hi is either a complete symmetric digraph or else 
k(Hi) > 2(t + ISI ) a,(Hi) for all i, 1 < i < t. 
Proof: Apply Lemma 2 to the undirected graph G(D) defined in 
Section 1. 
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THEOREM 3 [2]. Let G be a k-connected undirected graph with 
k 3 a(G) + 1. Then G is Hamilton-connected. 
COROLLARY 3. Let D be a k-connected symmetric digraph with 
k > q,(D) + 1. Then D is Hamilton-connected. 
Proof Immediate. 
LEMMA 4 [S, Lemma 21. Let u and v be vertices of a strongly connected 
digraph D. Then D contains a uv-path of length at most 2a,(D) - 1. 
LEMMA 5. Let D be a digraph. Suppose that V(D) can be covered with 
vertex disjoint symmetric digraphs H,, Hz,..., H, such that 
(i) a2(Hi)3a,(H,)for 1 <i<j<m, 
(ii) lH,I=lfor t<idm, 
(iii) Hi is either a complete symmetric digraph or else 
k(H,)>(2m-3)rx,(H,)for l<i<m, and - 
(iv) k(D)>2 i ((m-l-i)aJH,)+l)+(m-t). 
i= 1 
Then D is hamiltonian. 
Proof: We first construct iternally disjoint paths P,, Pz,..., P,,- 1 such 
that for 1 <j< m - 1 and for some relabelhng Hi, Hi,..., WV, of 
H,, H,,..., H, we have 
(1) P,is an xjy,+,-path for xjgV(HJ.) and y,+,~ V(H:+,): 
(2) yj#X, if lH:I 32, 
1+1 
(3) V(Pj)c u V(Hih 
i=l 
(4) iV(P,)n V(Hi)I <2cx,(H:) if 1 <i<j, and 
(5) I V(P,)n V(Hi)l = 1 if i=j or j+ 1. 
We proceed inductively. Since k(D) > 1, we may choose an arc x, y2 
from H, to D - H,. Put P, =x1 y,, H’, = H, and Hz = Hi where y2 E V( Hi). 
Now suppose we have constructed P,, Pz ,..., P, and chosen H’, , Hz ,..., HJ, , 
satisfying (l)-(5) for some j, 1 <j < m - 1. For 1 < i <j + 1 set 
if V( HI.) = { y, j 
if j H:.l > 2 




= c c IV(p,)n VW by (3) 
g=l i=l 
j+l j  
= C C Iv(p,)n VW 
i=l g=l 
6 i min(2(j- i) a,(H:) + 2, /HiI> + 1 by (3) (4), and (5). 
i=l 
Since, by (i), this last summation is maximised when r?(H:) = a,(H,) for all 
i, 1 d i<j, it follows from (iv) that IS,1 <k(D). Thus we may choose a 
shortest path P,+ I in D -S, from H;+ i - S, to D - u{z: Hi. Let the end 
vertices of P, + , be xj + 1 and yj + z where xj + 1 E V( Hi + i ) and y, + 2 E V(H,), 
and put Hi+,=Hi. Then Pj+l and HJ,, satisfy (l), (2), (3) and (5) by 
construction. 
To see that (4) is also satisfied choose Hi. for some i, 1~ i < j, and con- 
sider the following two cases. 
(a) Hj is a complete symmetric digraph. If V(H;) c S, then 
I V(P,+ ,) n V(H:)I = fa. Otherwise Hi-S, is also a complete symmetric 
digraph and hence any two vertices of Hi- Si are joined by a path of 
length one. Since P,+ i is a shortest xj+ 1 yj+ ,-path it follows that 
j V(P,+ 1) n V(H;.)/ d 2 = 2a,(H:). 
(b) k(H:) > (2nz - 3) a,(H:). Then 
IS,n V(H:)I = $, I V(P,) n V(H:)l 
p=l 
d 2((j- i) CIJH:) + 11, by (3) (4), and (5), 
< k( H;). 
Thus HI.- S, is strongly connected. By Lemma 4, any two vertices of 
Hi - Si are joined by a path of length at most 2a2(H: - S,) - 1. Since 
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srz(HI) 3 cc,(H:- Sj) and since P,+ L is a shortest xi+ 1 ~~+~-path we deduce 
that 
/ V(Pj+ 1) n J’(H:)I < 2a,(H:). 
We next construct a path P, which is internally disjoint fi 
p, > pz,..., P, _ 1 and satisfies 
(6) P, is an x, y,-path for x, E V(HL) and y1 E V(H;), 
(7) x,#y,if IH~l>2andy,#x,if IH;l>2, 
(8) I V(P,) n V(Hi)l < 2a,(Hi.) for 1 <i< m, and 
(9) I V(P,) n V(Hi)I = 1 for i = 1 or m. 
:om 
To see that P, exists we proceed as above putting 
m-1 




IS,1 d 1 IPJ 
g=l 
m-1 
6 ig, min{2(m-l-i)cr,(H:)+2, IH:l}+l by (3)> (4), (5)> 
<k(D). by (iv). 
Hence D - S, is strongly connected and we may choose a shortest path P, 
in D-S, from Hk--S, to Hi-S,,,. 
As a final step we link together the paths P,, P2,..., P, to form a 
Hamilton cycle of D. Put S, + I = uy= i V(P,) and consider 
F,=H;-(S,+,- {xi, vi)), for each i, 1 d i < m. If Hj is a complete sym- 
metric digraph then we may choose a Hamilton path Qi in Fi from yi to xi 
(in the case when IHiI = 1, Qj consists of the single vertex xi= vi). On the 
other hand if k(Hl) > (2m - 3) c+(H:) then using (3), (4), (5), (S), and (9), 
k(Fi) > (2m - 3) a,(H:) - 2(m - 2) uZ(H:) 2 a,(H:) > az(Fi). 
Thus by Corollary 3, we may again choose a Hamilton path Qi from yi to 
xi. It now follows that 
f’,Cx,> ~21 Q,CY,, 4 PzCx2r YJ...P~CX,> YII Q,lIv,> x11 
is the required Hamilton cycle of D. 
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Lemma 5 has the following immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 5. Let D be a digraph such that V(D) can be covered with m 
complete symmetric subgraphs. If k(D) > m(m - 1) then D is hamiltonian. 
Proof: Put t = m in Lemma 5. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
By Corollary 2, we may choose a subset S of V(D) and a covering 
Cl = (H,, Hz,..., H,} of V(D) - S with vertex disjoint symmetric subgraphs 
satisfying conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of the corollary. (We may 
assume that C, has been ordered so that a(Hi) > a(H,) for 1~ i < j < t.) By 
considering each vertex of S as a complete symmetric digraph on one ver- 
tex, we may extend C, to a covering C, = (H,, H, ,..., H,, H,, 1 ,..., H,,,} of 
V(D) satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 5 with m = t + ISI. 
To deduce that D is hamiltonian using Lemma 5, it only remains to check 
that 
k(D)>2 i (m-l-i)cc,(H,)+l)+(m-t):=Q. 
i=l 
Since xi= 1 a,(H,) < a by Corollary 2(ii) and lHil = 1 for t < i6 m, 19 is 
maximised when a,(H, ) = a - t + 1 and clz(Hi) = 1 for all 2 < i < m. Thus 




since 1~ t < a. Using the fact that m = ISI + t we may use Corollary 2(iii) 
to deduce that 
0<(2”~‘(a+l)!+a)(2a+l) 
< 2”(a + 2)! 
<k(D). 
Hence, by Lemma 5, D is hamiltonian. 
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4. PROBLEMS 
(4.1) Obtain better bounds for Qa), for a B 4, than 
626f*(a)62"(a+2)! 
It is conceivable that fi(a) is a linear function of a. 
(4.2) Given a digraph D, define cc,(D) and Ed to be the size of the 
largest subset S of V(D) such that the subgraph of D induced by S contains 
no arcs, respectively, no cycles. Then a,(D)da,(D) da,(D). It is an open 
problem to decide whether for each integer a > 1 there exists a (least) 
integer i.(a), i E (0, 1 }, such that every fi(a)-connected digraph D with 
ai < a is hamiltonian. Heydeman [3] showed that f,(2) = 3. We have 
gathered some further evidence in favour of the existence of J.(a) by 
showing 
THEOREM 6 [4]. Let D be a k-connected digraph. Zf k> Q(D) then D 
has a spanning 1-diregular subgraph. 
THEOREM 7 [S]. Let D be a k-connected digraph. Zf either 
0) k>2c(,(D)-1, 
(ii) k33, a,(D)<2, or 
(iii) k 3 15, a,(D) 6 3, 
then any two vertices of D are contained in a common cycle. Moreover, if 
a,(D) = 1 and k > 1 then D is hamiltonian. 
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